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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Achievement Plaque
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1075

Title: Achievement Plaque

Date: 1978

Material: wood; metal

Dimensions: 29.0 x 20.5 cm

Description: Light coloured wooden plaque with simulated paper scrolls top and
bottom. Centered near top is the Al Azhar Temple crest in gold, red and
green coloured metals. Copper coloured plate, 16.0x15.2, is on the face
and inscribed "Presented to Noble Forest H. (Pop) Kidney In recognition
of his many years service to Al Azhar Temple Illustrious Potentate George
H. Ingram 1978.

Subject: Forest Kidney

Pop Kidney

Al Azhar Temple

Credit: Gift of Karin MacAulay, Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1075
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Whip Hook
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact107.01.0075

Title: Whip Hook

Date: 1920 – 1950

Material: wood; horn; glass

Dimensions: 33.5 x 7.5 x 13.0 cm

Description: A carved wooden wolf or fox with a sharp nose and large pointed ears
and inset glass eyes. The animals is dressed in a long-tailed coat with a
bag across its chest hanging at one side. The left hand is replaced by
chamois horn which is being brushed with a clothes brush held in the right
hand. The right leg is crossed over left which is another chamois horn,
and the bushy tail is wrapped around both legs. The back is flat with a
hole for hanging.

Subject: households

collectables
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animals, wolf

black forest
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swiss

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 107.01.0075
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